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THE PILOT IN COMMAND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAFE AND PROPER
OPERATION OF HISIHER AIRCRAFT
AND IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF
THE PILOT IN COMMAND TO OPERATETHATAIRCRAFT IN COMPLIANCE
WITH THAT AIRCRAFT'S PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK AND OTHER
OFFICIAL MANUALS AND DIRECTIVES.

uncomfortable and least dangerous
part of the weather map.

Sy Weiner
President and BoardMember
-

and health management. Basically,
it deals with retrospective focused
reviews of where we have been and
some of the key problems which this
history points to.

For example, in a cumulonimbus
cloud moving to the east, what part
of the cloud, if we have no ability to
circumnavigate (in terms of height The AOPA Air Safety Foundation
and azimuth), should we fly through? has been developing material on
Is it best to fly on the east or west specific aircraft in terms of their
side of an east-to-west front, and safety record, (eg. P-210) and I bewhy? Is it best to be on the northern lieve the Malibu will certainly be
or southern side of this front? What included shortly. I feel this is an
part of a cumulus cloud will have area of tremendous help in identifymore turbulence (at what height)? ingpatterns of accidents and will let
And it goes on and on. We are the us focus attention on causal analysis
sailors of the sky and need to know with the final purpose of developing
when not to go out on the ocean of training standards which fit the problems.
air.

Safety is an issue which all of us are Obviously, I find weather exciting
keenly aware, not only to maintain because it is fun to predict the conour lives, but also the value of our ditions before all hell breaks loose
aircraft. Since we operate in an and it certainly gives confidence to
environment which is potentially your passengers when you give them
hostile, especially at the flight levels a smoother ride than the non-aware
we fly in, the onus for our own pilot.
safety is squarely on our shoulders.
Many of us have made the transition Also, you can predict when the
from low flying aircraft (10,000 feet weather most likely will be beyond
and below) to the turbulent flight your capabilities because you have
levels where weather is born.
the ability to know when a situation
is going to go sour before Flight
The tropopause is relatively small Watch gives you a clue. After all,
and we fly right in the middle of that you are in the weather, but more
layer where lows start (500 mb), important, you are in the conditions
fronts collide, ice happens, and which may spawn weather-machine
where we wish turbulence would combinations beyond yourcapabilinot happen. We are indeed a flying ties.
laboratory with barometers, temperature gauges, dewpoint informa- The Air Force pilot training manution, and most of all our eyes.
als spend a lot of time on flight level
weather. I have someof thesemanuThe clouds are signposts of the als and they are better than FAA
present, future, and past of the sanctioned material. I suggest you
weather and, in short, the flyingcon- obtain these from the Superintenditions. But we do need to know dent of Documents. They are well
what they mean. The clouds, coupled written, easy to grasp, and they rewith the winds, temperature, and late to where we fly.
pressures should make us pretty good
weather forecasters. To know this Total quality management is a coninformation will let us fly the least cept which is very hot in industry
Fall 1993
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I have taken it uponmyself to donate
a sufficient sum to the AOPA Foundation so as to become a "Hat in the
Ring" contributor. This will mean
that, as President of MoMOPA, I
will have the ability to help develop
the presentation of accident material for the PA-46. It also means that
this organization is committed to
safety and wishes to work with any
organization which will promote that
end.
The foundation has enormous material and a staff to help us help ourselves, and I am excited about the
prospect of working with the foundation as a private pilot and hope
that M*MOPA forms a firm liaison
with such organizations.
Fly safely, watch the weather, and
make meteorology fun ...It really is.
See you at Stouffers in Austin.

ingfamily secretwith my fellow Malibu
pilots. FISHING IN CANADA.
We go to Canada to get further north of
the 'lake pressure' (more than your boat
on the lake). Also, the Canadians are
friendly, you don't get the tourista disease, the rate of exchange is favorable,
and there are LOTS O F FISH. Fish you
can eat. And you do, for breakfast,
lunch, dinner, and midnight snack.
Canada is waaay up there. So, the
Malibu pilot has the needed ingredient
- his bird. I will share with you the
components of a great fishing vacation
from an expert (qualified only by being
a Minnesotian).

Richard A. Pershau, MD
.-

M*MOPA Board Member
Colonel, USAF Reserve, MC, SFS

Psychiatric Help
For the Malibu Pilot
My Mcdfacts Article for this M*MOPA
issue involves the mental well being of
the Malibu Pilot. And, I can prescribe
no better way of maintaining sanity
than GOING FISHING.

We fly the bird, loaded with just our
clothes, warm rain gear, tackle boxes,
rods and recls, and mosquito repellent
to Fort Francis - the first Canadian POE
next to International Falls, MN. Canadian customs there are great. The process amounts to usually afriendly smile,
a "are you carrying any illegal equipment?", and a "hope you guys get into
them big again this year". See you next
year.
It's an easy 30 minute hop from Fort
Francis to Drydcn which has ILS and

Being Minnesota born and bred, I can
tell you that going fishingcomes somcwhere just after weaning in that state.
Minnesota has over 15,000 lakes and
slues. So, wettn-a-line comes at a young
fgc. I can still remember the day the
big kids' felt sorry for me and bequeathed to me a realfishing hook upon
their departure from the ole fishinhole.
What a gift. It worked infinitely better
then my well used safety pin!

I fish hcre in Texas a bit. Boy, what a
freeway of boats. When a Minnesota
fisherman feels that the lake is ovcr
pressured, it really means, that he saw
someone else on 'his lake' that day.
When the 'pressure' becomes too great,
we just drive (or fly) further north. And,
that brings me to sharing a mind relax-

Fall 1993
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NDB approaches and a long hard runway - caution for the tall tower on the
NDB approach SE of the field. You can
stay with Winnipeg radio, but they will
generally clear you for an approach at
Dryden as you lift off from Fort Francis,
and ask that you confirm you are down
at Dryden. Any fears about flying over
this piece of virgin forest land can usually be allayed by chatting with one of
the, usually present, bush pilots at the
FSS counter in the same building.
Bob Huitikka runs Wilderness Air - an
outstanding bush pilot operation at
Vermillion Bay (next to Dryden). He
has Otters, Beavers, and a 185 on floats.
He will have purchased and stowed
your food list, pick you up at Dryden
Airport, and fly you out to one of 'his'
several cabins within minutes after your
arrival by himself or one of his great
bush pilots. You get to love these guys
after a while for their flying and abilities.
We were extracted from our lake one
year by 'Dave' who literally got in - and
us out - with ceilings at the tree tops.
They know the country and their job
Continued in the second column on Page 26

Modern Aero, Inc

Aero Services

14801 Pioneer Trail
Eden Prairie, MN 55347
Telephone (612) 941-2595
FAX (612) 941-0307

Cheap Insurance..

.

Recently, Ichanged theoil on an airplane
with 55 hours since the last oil change.
Not normally in the "changing of oil"
business, this was an eye-opener for
me. The oil had grit and sludge in it that
validated the fact that I like tochange oil
at 25 hour intervals. Oil is cheap.
Engines are not. If you're not using
Mobil 1 or a similar synthetic, consider
the 25 hour oil change.
We get letters.

..

Member of M-MOPA and othe
a v i a t i o n g r o u p s i n c l u d i n g thc
FCdCration ACronautique Inter
nationale. Member of the Contes
and Records Board of the Nationa
Aeronautic Association.
Holds CMEL+I ratings with ove
5,000 hours of flying time, includ
ing about 2,000 hours of jet timc
nlostly accumulated in the U. S. A i
Force a s an instructor pilot flyin!
the T-37.
Holds an FA1 sanctioned Worlc
Record in the Aerostar 601P.

I feel fortunate and honored to be able to
share some experiences in the management on handling of the PA-46 aircraft.
During the last 6 112 years, I have flown
N40PM and accumulated over 1200
hours. My observations of this fine
airplane are the following.
The Malibu is the least expensive pressurized aircraft to own and maintain. It
is also very long legged, deceptively
easy to operate (you must always be
vigilant), fast and utterly comfortable.
The highest drawback to this airplane is
the ease to inflict thermal injury to the
Continental engine.
Engine operation
I attribute the trouble-free operation of
my engine to the following steps.
Climbout should be done (when at medium to low weights) at 31 inches of
manifold pressure and 2400 rpm's. At
gross weight, climbout should be done
at 35 inches of manifold pressure and
2400 rpm's. Climbout speed is best
maintained at between 125 and 135
knots. Utilizing these parameters, the
cylinder head and oil temperatures remain within the green at all times.
Cruise engine operation is best carried
out with 31 inches of manifold pressure
and 2300 rpm's. The difference in air
speed between 2300 and 2400 rpm's is
generally between 3 to 5 knots, however, the difference in cylinder head
temperatures is quite high. This is reFall 1993
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Weather
The major source of difficulties during
weather encounters are induction icing
of the primary air filter (induction system), and malfunction of pitot heat system.
In high altitude flights between flight
level 200 and flight level 250, it is
frequent to encounter ice crystal when
in cloud or precipitation.

Dear Dr. Weiner:
President of T h e Jemar Company
Publishes the Malibu-Mirage Maga
zine a s well a s other aviation relate(
and banking publications.

lated to the intrinsic decrease of friction
produced by less rpm's. This translates
into less heat and longer engine life. I
operate thisengine on straight synthetic
oil since new (Mobil I).

-

(ED. NOTE: The POH requires the
use of ALTERNATE AIR prior to
entering clouds or other visible
moisture and/or if any suspected
icing conditionsare to be encountered. The following description
concerns what happens if the pilot neglects to do so.)
One will immediately see a decrease in
manifold pressure. It is of extreme
importance that when this occurs, all
engine management levers he left untouched, and the only action be, that of
going to alternate air. Do not try to
compensate in manifold pressure by
increasing manifold pressure when on
alternate air. This will only produce
engine roughness, which most pilots
want to correct by increasing gas mixture. This creates a vicious circle with
a difficulty in ascertaining the percent
of power that the engine is generating.
Again the suggestion is to leave all
power lever adjustmentsuntouched, and
only to open alternate air.
All Malibu pilots should be adept to
handle the airplane without any reference to airspeed indications. Thismeans
that one should be able to maintain
cruise speed, ascend, or descend, in
reference to known power adjustments
and reference to vertical air speed. I
have encountered during three occasions, malfunction of pitot heat system
Continued on Page 8

Publisher's Corner - Continued from Page 7

when flying in precipitation in the flight
levels for many hours. I presume that
this may be related to a small fragment
of ice, which having formed ahead of
the pitot opening, breaks off, and plugs
the pitot-static system. This malfunction usually lasts five to twenty minutes, and the pilot needs to he able to
maintain control of the airplane without
any reference to air speed indication.

I find the need of radar and Stormscope
to be essential in avoiding storm activity.
When the airplane encounters moderate
to severe turbulence, it is mandatory to
reduce power to 25 inches of manifold
pressure, gear down, auto pilot off, and
maintain wings level.
System malfunctions
The fuel flow sensor in PA-46 airplanes
is quite susceptible to malfunction after
being exposed to moisture. Frequently
after flying in precipitation, the fuel
flow needle indicates wide fluctuations,
and may go to zero. It is essential for
Malibu pilots to realize that this is an

idiosyncrasy of this particular system,
and that the engine will continue to
function without any difficulty. There
is no need to make plans for an emergency stop. While we have tried to fix
this system by embedding the sensor in
multiple layers of liquid sealant, it malfunctions from time to time.
The Piper Malibu is a good, short field
aircraft, provided it is brought down to
the runway dirty, with moderate power
at approximately 82 knots. The PA-46
can develop astonishingly high sink
rates, if the air speed drops below 80
knots. Do not try this type of approach
in the presence of windshear.

to fit into the wet wings, laterally to the
fueling port. In my expcricnce, this
works better than trying to over-fuel a
wing by lowering the wing tip while
fueling.
Downsizing from a Twin Cessna 414A,
has been absolutely painless with the
help of the PA-46. It has also saved me
thousands of dollars in fuel and maintenance.
Happy and safe flying,

G. D. Castillo
Dear Dr. Weiner:

Fueling
The PA-46 should be fueled on level
ground. Fueling should be done by
alternately adding fuel to right and left
tank. I generally like to have a maximum of 40gallons in one tank, and then
adding approximately 50 gallons to the
other tank. Then coming back to the
first tank and filling it to the rim, and
then going to the opposite tank and
again, filling it to the rim. This allows
for the most level positioning of the
wings, and the greatest amount of fuel

I have been flying for the last 21 years
and own an A36 Bonanza. I am joining
M/MOPA because I will regularly fly
N4245, a 1984 Malibu based in Tacoma
Washington, owned by Chuck Woodke.
Recently I graduated from the initial
Malibu training course conducted by
Aviation Training Management of Vero
Beach, Florida and had the pleasure of
learning from Mr. Ron Cox. I am ATP,
Continued on Page 11

A viation Specialist

CUSTOMIZED CLIENT SERVICE
Beginning With the Effort fo Khow Our Client's Values d Requirements

Specific Policy Research
Client Updating
Insurance Contract Review

To serve our clients with such care a n d excellence that

SERVING THE
AVIATION
INDUSTRY
SINCE 1979

P.O.Box 3474 Simi Valley, California 93093
(805)522-3428 (818)340-3077
'

Don M. Grondin
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YOUFLY THE BEST
I S ,,,BUT,,,
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
2926 PIPER DRIVE VERO BEACH, FL 32960
(407) 567-4361

AUTHORIZED DOMESTIC PARTS AND SERVICE DISTRIBUTORS
AMR Combs - Grand Rapids
P.O. Box 888380
Grand Rapids, MI 49588
(616) 949-5000

Columbia Air Services, Inc.
Groton-New London Airport
Groton, CT 06340
(203) 449-1257

AMR Combs - Ft. Lauderdale
4050 SW 11th Terrace
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33315
(305) 359-000

Epps Air Service
Peachtree-DekalbAirport
Atlanta, GA 30341
(404) 458-9851

AVSCOlAviation Service Corp.
5125 Blalock Indust. Blvd.
Atlanta, GA 30349
(404) 765-1871

Flightcraft, Inc. - Portland
7505 N.E. Airport Way
Portland, OR 97218
(503) 331-4200

AV-PAC
P.O. Box 81887
Lincoln, NE 68501
(402) 475-4125

Intermountain Piper, Inc.
237 N. 2370 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
(801) 322-1645

Aviation Sales, Inc.
12260 E. Control Tower Rd.
Englewood, CO 80112
(303) 799-999

Kansas City Aviation Center
P.O. Box 1850
Olathe, KS 66061
(913) 782-0530

Aviation Wholesale Supply
2113 Merrill Field Drive
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 272-4397

Modern Aero, Inc.
14801 Pioneer Trail
Eden Prairie, MN 55347
(612) 941-2595

Brown Flying Service, Inc.
International Airport
1331 Northern Blvd.
San Antonio, TX 78216
(210) 824-7241

Muncie Aviation Company
5201 North Walnut St.
P.O. Box 1169
Muncie, IN 47305
(317) 289-7141

Cheyenne Air Center
325 Airport Road
Washington, PA 15301
(412) 228-5400

-

Pensacola Aviation Center
P.O. Box 2781
Pensacola, FL 32513
(904) 434-0636
Penn Jersey Piper Sales, Inc.
3715 Sullivan Trail
Easton, PA 18042
(215) 258-6251
Piper Sales East, Inc.
Access Road
P.O. BOX708
Norwood, MA 02062
(617) 762-3500
SkyTech, Inc.
701 Wilson Point Rd.
P.O. Box 4942
Baltimore, MD 21220
(410) 574-4144
Sun Aviation, Inc.
P.O. Box E
Vero Beach, FL 32960
(407) 562-9257
Turbo West
10656 W. 120th Ave.
Broomfield, CO 80020
(303) 469-7372

equipped, trained, and staffed to serve your aviation needs.
the Tradition continues!

NEVER SEITLE FOR LESS
IN PARTS AND SERVICE,

@@@

Signature Flight Support
International Airport
P.O. Box 35033
Des Moines, IA 50315
(515) 285-4221

[El

of Piper products. We're pleased to
have a Piper rep as a member!

Nevin & Birdie Wax
N4336W
Murfreesboro, TN

In the meantime, FLY SAFE!

Nevin is the new owner of a 1984
Malibu. He's involved in the printing
business.

Lawrence & Terry Lee Hayman
N23LH
Federalsburg, MD
Our plans for the Austin convention are
firming up and the academic program is
one of the finest ever offered by any
organization anywhere! And it's a real
bargain for the nominal registration fees.
The Companion Activities are also
great! Lots to do with your old and new
friends. I know you'll enjoy all the
programs. We're especially pleased to
offer the Non-Pilot Copilot Familiarization Course this year. You folks
who sit in the right seat may want to
consider this great course. The course
description and sign-up form is in this
package. Also in this package is a flyer
that details all the Companion Activities, sopassit on to your guests who will
be coming to Austin.

Please register early for our third annual event. It's so important for our
planning purposes and to ensure that all
goes smoothly. You might note on the
registration form that you can save on
your fees by registering as soon as you
can. If your plans change, we will
certainly refund your fees. Believe me,
it is better to cancel than to walk in on
the day of the event.
In the meantime, I want to introduce
you to the new members who have
joined since the last issue of the magazine.

Steve Thompson
Piper Aircraft Corp.
Vero Beach, FL
Steve is a Customer Service Representative at Piper and has been a product
support specialist for a long time. He
has been quite a friend to all the owners

cially look forward to welcoming all of
our new friends.

Lawrence comes to us courtesy of the
great folks at SkyTech. Lawrence is the
new owner of a 1989 Mirage. He owns
a trucking company.

Edward Bulchis
N9176M
Seattle, WA
Edward also has joined by virtue of
SkyTech's great support of MIMOPA.
Edward is a patent attorney and is the
new owner of a 1986 Malibu.

Ronald & Teresa Wiand
N37VM
Madison Heights, MI

M.MOPA

TRAINING
UPDATE
The following facilities offer
initial andlor recurrent training
for the Malibu0Mirage:
Attitudes International, Inc.
InitialIRefresher training mobile
school schedules provided in Tlie
Malibu-Mirage magazine ad.
Call: (813) 821-6835
Aviatiorl Trair~ingMariagernerlt
Training on request with Ron
Cox. See ad in this magazine.
Call: (407) 778-7815

Ronald is an executive with Aeronautical Knowledge Club, Inc. I think we'd
all like to know more about this company. He owns a 1985 Malibu.

Clark Aviation
Initial and Refresher training
provided on request. Jay Allen
is Director of Malibu Training.
Call: 1-800-262-8247

We hope to see these folks in Austin so
we can personally welcome them to our
Association. If any of these new members are in your neighborhood, give
them a call and say HI!

F.A.C.T.O.R.Y.,INC.
Refresher training on request
with Lester Kyle.
Call: (407) 562-5438

You might be interested to know that
we are now up to 235 members! These
are the folks who are current in thcir
1993 dues. Pretty impressive for an
organization that was formed only two
and a half years ago. And considering
that the fleet is about 540, we're knocking on the door of 50%! Unheard of!
You can help in our continual membership drive by spotting those owners you
may see on a ramp somewhere and
extending an invitation to join.
I'm so much looking forward to seeing
you all again in Austin. And I espeFall 1993
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Piper Aircraft Corporatior1
The only option for simulator
training. Initial and Refresher
training.
Call: (407) 567-4361
Professional Instrument
Courses, h c .
~nitialand Refresher training.
Call: 1-800-435-9437

-

Publisher's Corner Continued from Page 8

Airplane Single and Multiengine Instrument instructor and Advanced
Ground Instructorwith over 1500 hours
in high performance aircraft.
I am planning to go on a trip in the 1984
Malibu to South America this fall. The
following contains information on the
proposed trip and provides some other
general guidelines applicable to any
other major (intercontinental) journeys
in Malibus.
Proposed trip to South America
The planned date of departure is around
early November, 1993 and returning
around mid December. As of today I've
heard from over ten individuals interested in our journey.
The proposed itinerary starts from the
West Coast of the US, thence: West
Coast of Mexico (i.e. - Guaymas,
Mazatlan, Acapulco) San Jose, Costa
Rica; Panama City, Panama and/or
direct to Guayaquil, Ecuador; Lima,
Peru; Antofagasta, Chile; Santiago,
Chile - then eithercross the Andes to the
East or proceed to PuntaArenas/Ushuaia

(Cape Horn) or to Bariloche, Buenos
~ i r e s ~, r ~ e n t i n aIguazu,
;
Argentina;
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; Brazilia, Brazil;
Manaus, Brazil; stopover at one of the
Guayanas (i.e. - Georgetown, Paranaibo,
or Cayenne) North via the West Indies,
Puerto Rico then eitherreturning via the
Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico or via
Florida.
The pass from Santiago, Chile going
East can be flown by almost all airplanes in benign weather. The road bed
elevation is 12,000+ feet and Mt.
Aconcagua sits less than 50 miles away
with an elevation of 22,000+ feet. Further South the mountains are much
lower.
Weather availability is fair at major
airports and non existent at smaller airfields.
At this time some diplomatic considerations exist such as Colombia (high
crime - smugglers), Peru (political terrorism). The US Department of State
operates a hotline at 2021647-3712
where they provide current information
of risk and danger areas to US travelers.

tween, therefore aircraft range is not
necessarily a factor. A friend of mine
flew this same route in a Tri Pacer for
example. No auxiliary fuel tanksshould
be necessary. All members of the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) of the United Nations are required to maintain an English speaking
controller at all times that the facility is
in operation. Since all the countries in
this route are members I don't expect
any language difficulties.
We envision traveling for a day and
stopping for two at desirable locations.
However the schedule is very flexible.
Landing notification must be provided
to most destinations at least 72 hours in
advance. The first landing at a country
must be accomplished at a "port of
entry". The previous country will generally notify the next one via the flight
plan, but just in case, it is a good idea to
let them know before departure. Consult the current issue of the IAIM for
details.
If several airplanes go, space may exist
in some airplanes to carry someone who
is unable to fly his own aircraft. It's

There are many other airports in be-

Continued on Page 20

Call Us For a
Renewal Quote!
If your insurance is about to renew, let us give you a quote from one of
several top companies we represent. You don't have to pay the highest price to
get the highest quality coverage. Call one of our agents today.

Toll-Free: (In California) 1-800-338-1661
(Outside California) 1-800-537-0960
(In Sacramento, California) 916-428-5503

Shaw Aviation lnsurance
(Formerly Werlhof)

Buy Your Malibu Insurance From Someone Who Knows The Market
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Managing Descents
By Ron Cox

aircraft will descend. For example, a
controller gives an aircraft flying at
FL220 a clearance to cross an intersecThe subject of how best to descend the tion 30 NM away at 11,000 MSL.
Malibu has come up on several different
occasions. Obviously, this topic con- Can the aircraft comply with the clearcerns pilots for a variety of reasons in- ance and still maintain reasonable rates
cluding the health of the engine and the of descent, power in the engine for prescontrol of the aircraft. These consider- surization purposes, and sufficient heatations combine with the pilot's wisdom ing as not to shock cool the engine?
to make safe, successful descents.
Normal descent procedures call for optimum descent rates between 1,000 Descents from altitude plague pilots 1,500 fpm with the last 1,000 ft to be at
because of the questions of where and a rate of 500 ipm. Outlined in figure 1is
when to start. The key variables in these a formula that would enable most pilots
decisions include the amount of altitude to deal with this problem and others like
to be lost and the rate at which the it encountered in day to day flying.

The calculation shown in Figure 1 is
based on standard rate of descent formulas found in the Airmen Information
Manual (AIM). Slowing to a rate of 500
FPM for the last 500 feet of the descent
enables the pilot to transition safely from
descending to level flight. This gives
minimum discomfort to his passengers
and greater control of his aircraft for
arriving at a precise altitude.
Consequently, when employing the
above formula, the pilot should decline
the clearance because of the additional
10 NM required to comply with the
Continued on Page 23
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General Aviation's

has room for LapMapm
with t h e n e w h a n d h e l d computers!
$495 for software only - Complete systems
lncludlng the HP 95LX start at $1270.
We sell HP 95LX and Poqet

./,

No need to upgrade the LORAN to a more
comprehensive database, LapMap has
it all!

%
MasterCardIVlSAiAMEX
Overnight FEDEX
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For a complete information
kit, and the dealers near you
cali now! (7 days - 24 hairs)
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Systems,
C
Inc. Civil Air Terminal, Suite 325, Hanscom Field, Bedford, MA 01730
Tel. (617) 274-8218 FAX (617) 274-8130
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Its time for Fall training and Aviation Training
Management has a series of courses to offer, one
sure to be a t a convenient location near.you. If you
need refresher training, you need to come to ATM,
the acknowledged leader in Malibu/Mirage training.
ATM's intensive courses will upgrade your level of
proficiency and increase familiarity with your own
aircraft. You will train with ATM's highly experienced instructors; John Mariani, a senior engineer
on the original Malibu design team, has over 15
years experience in the Malibu as a n engineer, test pilot and instructor; Lester Kyle is
an A&P mechanic and former Piper instructor; and Ron Cox is a former training
center manager for Piper Aircraft and Sirncom International. All are ATP rated pilots
who have brought their collective Malibu/Mirage experience together for this series of
weekend courses.

a

Ron Cox

Lester Kyle

John Mariani

r

Clark Aviation Inc., Bloomington, Il.,
The "Best Kept Secret" In Malibu
Sales, Maintenance, and Pilot Training
Would Like To Become Your One Stop
Malibu Center.

Conveniently located in Central Illinois (BMI), we offer:

Sales

- We have sold over 60 Malibus thru our Affiliate,

Maintenance

- Currently maintaining 34 Malibus

Pilot Training

Mid-America Aviation

- Piper Service Center
- FAA Certified Repair Station
- on field access to Bloomington Avionics Inc.,
offering substantial service experience with
Bendix/King KFC 150Flight Control Systems
- We've trained over 30 pilots in 2 years
- Recognized by National, Avemco,
Eastern, and Southern insurance carriers
- with approvals for initial and refresher training

Please call us, at our expense, and let us explain to you why we are different.

Ken Rittenhouse - President, Director of Sales
Pat Beaty - Director of Maintenance
Jay Allen - Director of Malibu Training

\
L We Won't Be A Secret Any Longer'
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Lycoming service instruction #1451.

alternator fail light remains un-illuminated.

1) Defective battery.
2) Defective cabin door courtesy light
timer or nose baggage light door switch.
3) Leakinddefective diodes on the
master or starter solenoids.
4) Stereo left on.

POSSIBLE CAUSES

PREVENTIVE MEASURES

1) Output wire or terminal end broken
at alternator.
2) Open or popped alternator output
breaker. This is usually a result of a
broken wire or failed alternator.)

1) Always repair any recurring battery
power drain problems. Please do not
attempt to fly the aircraft. Total electrical system failure can occur.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES

General guidelines for reducing the
chance of many electrical problems
occurring include:

SYMPTOM
1) One ammeter reads 0 amps but

Kevin Mead
Director of Maintenance for
SkyTech, Inc., Baltimore, Maryland.
This is the eighth in a series of articles
about maintenance of Malibu series aircraft. In the last article, I discussed the
Malibu 310P electrical system. In this
issue, I will explore the Mirage 350P
electrical system.
I encourage readers to refer to article 7
for a list of warnings about the Malibu
electrical system, as these apply to the
Mirage as well.
SYMPTOM
1) Alternator fails at high altitude but
works at lower altitudes. (Ammeter
reads "0" and alternator light is on.)
2) Ammeters indicates more amperage
on one alternator than on the other,
especially when increasing the electrical load.

1) Inspect wires for security and the
wire terminal ends for cracks any time
the cowling is removed.
SYMPTOM
1) Alternator fail light illuminates but
the associated ammeter reads normal
amperage.

POSSIBLE CAUSES
1) Broken or loose wire at the aux.
terminal of the alternator.
2) Defective alternator. (Low voltage)
SYMPTOM
1) #1 or#2 alternator cases or mounting
brackets break frequently.
2) Alternator bearings fails resulting in
a loss of the alternator.
POSSIBLE CAUSES
1) Improperly installed or shimmed
alternators and brackets.
2) Over-tensioned alternatordrivebelts.

POSSIBLE CAUSES

PREVENTIVE MEASURES

1) Defective alternator. (Worn brushes
or broken brush leads.)
2) Loose alternator drive belt.

1) Never allow alternator to be installed
or its belt to be adjusted without first
consulting Lycoming service instruction #1451. Not following these instructionscan result in serious and costly
damage to alternators.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES
1) Replace alternators with overhauled
units or have repairs made by an FAA
approved accessory shop.
2) Adjust tension of drive belts per

POSSIBLE CAUSES

Frequent inspections of the alternator
systems.
Following the manufacturers instructions.
Reducing engine vibration levels by
dynamic propeller balancing.
Developing a systematic approach to
investigating electrical problems.
In the next article, I will discuss Malibu
and Mirage pneumatic and vacuum systems.
The following Aviation Alert is important and is reprinted here due to the fact
that the exhaust clamps have to be inspected on a regular basis.
PA-46-310P
Exhaust system clamps
During engine servicing, it was
discovered that an exhaust system "Vband" clamp had failed.
The clamp failed at the spot welds
attaching the inner and outer clamp
halves. The submitter recommended that
a maximum service life be established
for these clamps.
Information from other Malfunction or
Defect Reports suggests a tendency of
the inner clamp half to crack along the
bend radius, as well as failureof the spot
welds.

SYMPTOMS

1) Battery will not hold a charge.
-
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See you in Austin!
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Publisher's Corner - Continued from Page 11

owner may allow PIC time perhaps.
Some form of long range navigation
(other than LORAN) should be taken
on board and the flight crew should be
well versed in its operation. LORAN
does not work from Southern Mexico
south. Inexpensive Global Positioning
System (GPS) receivers exist nowadays for under $1,000.00. I am personally acquainted with the Trimble
Flightmate and can attest to its great
performance. High proficiency in IFR
operations, ADF tracking and NDB
approaches isamust also. Ifyou haven't
already read it, you should read Louise
Sacchi's book "Ocean Flying" which is
the Bible for long range travel. It can be
obtained from most aviation book stores.
The above route entails approximately
14,000+ nautical miles. At Malibu

speeds it will probably require 90 or
more hours of flying time. This is not
the inexpensive way to perform this
journey, an airline ticket is much
cheaper. Landing fees range from
$20.00 to close to $100.00. Fuel averages out to $3.25/gallon.
A full desert and jungle survival kit
should be carried on board. An oceanic
kit (LC.- raft, life jackets, etc.) is probably not a bad idea. A raft, life jackets,
waterproof ELT-EPIRB and immersion
suits can be obtained by renting from
Globe Aero in Florida or any of the
outfits listed in the classified in the
Trade A Plane. I found in the past that
it is cheaper to purchase these items
than to pay the exorbitant rental prices
for a lengthy trip. Contact me if you
desire these since I know individuals
who want to sell their survival equipment. High Frequency radio is not
required nor needed for this trip.

Full set of aeronautical charts (i.e. Jeppesen trip kit or ONCs and IFR
charts). All these can be obtained from
The Chart Doctor at Sporty's, AOPA,
Jeppesen, or some local places.
Money in the form of traveler's check
and cash. Not to many locations accept
Credit cards.
Passports and visas. At this time only
Brazil requires a visa.
Proof of insurance coverage. Heinz
Grummer GMBH in Dortmund, Germany will write a 6 month policy with
worldwide coverage for under
$1,000.00. Contact them at FAX: (0231)
216009.
Mexico seems to be the only country
that requires insurance coverage from
one of their own national insurance companies. Coverage from a Mexican company can be arranged trough Macaffee
and Edwards 213-388-9674.
Immunization shots are required for
Yellow Fever and Malaria. Check the
current International Airman's Information Manual for the current requirements of the countries on the route to be
flown.

1ST WlTH HIGH DURATION OXYGEN SYSTEMS
1ST WlTH OXYGEN CONSERVING CANNULAS
1ST WlTH UGHT WEIGHT ALUMINUM CYUNDERS
1ST WlTH RETROFIT KITS FOR BUILT-IN
OR OTHER SYSTEMS

Just as in the US you'll need to have - in
the aircraft - the Airworthiness Certificate, Radio license, Registration Certificate, Pilot Operating Handbook and
with you -on your person - your Medical Certificate and Pilot Certificate.
I am not organizing a formal tour. I am
planning this trip with others and am
sharing this information in hope to assist any others that may be interested to
partake in thisjourney. If you are interested in joining us we welcome you and
will assist you but I do not want to
accept the liability forotherpilots' welfare. If you have any questions feel free
to contact me.

Please call or fax for free brochure

George Deefer
BO.Y6 785,
S a i l Jose, Ca 95150
Home: 405-927-7308

Tel 203-377-5849 CT 800-972-0033
US 800-237-6902 Fax 203-386-9689

Don't wait, Don't Pass Go,
Don't Collect $200
DO KEGISTEK TODAY!
The convention is a few short weeks
away. I t has one of the finest programs
you will find in any aircraft association.
Dick Pershau has outdone himself! See
youthere! M-MOPA

AEROX Aviation Oxygen Systems
125 Masarik Ave. Stratford, CT 06497

-- --
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Welcome to the first installment of a regular feature of the MALIBUIMIRAGE
Magazine. Its purpose is to keep Malibu
Owners informed of changes and trends
in the area of electronics for their aircraft.
In this article will formulate a brief overview of several common systems in your
Malibu and will expand
upon them in future issues.

This is a common question that
Malibu owners have. The cover
kits address a corrosion problem
that was present in the Malibu pitch
and yaw servos. They are very
effective in repellingwater andcontrollingcorrosion. BendixIKingrec-

GPS Update
The latest in navigation
equipment is, of course,
the Global Positioning
System, or GPS. GPS is
the ultimate all weather
navigation system for everything from pedestrians
to 747's. 1992 held a major advance for GPS when
they rcceived TSO approval from the FAA.
Another recent advance
occurred when one manufacturer was able to put a
GPS receiver into a single
silicon chip. This development holds the promise
of making GPS even more
affordabg. Other significant advances
arc anticipated in 1993 including the potential for IFRenroute approval and FAAendorsed non-precision approaches. The
first operational use of GPS for a precision approach could happen by the cnd of
the year.
As you can see, 1993 is going to be a very
big year for GPS. It will be the first
takeoff-to-landing navigation system. In
thevcry near future, you will be able to fly
IFR from coast to coast with just one
receiver input. After selecting your destination, the departure, enroute, approach,
and landing sequences will all be computed and displayed without ever touching the unit.
Stay tuned; there will be more to come.

Autopilot Servos
So you have complied with Piper's Service Letter 1009 and BendixIKing's Ad
92-18-08 by installing the autopilot pitch
and yaw servo cover kits. Do I need to get
the servos inspected during the annual?

ommcnds an annual inspection of all its autopilot servos.
Theservosare mechanical in nature and have
gears, clutches, motor
brushes, solenoids, and
torque springs all of
which can simply wear
out or work themselves
out of proper operational
tolerance. Wear in these
areas can cause intermittent operation and
create autopilot issues
which are tedious to diagnose.
It is very important that
if you experience abnormalitiesin the operation
of your autopilot that
you discontinue using it
until aqualificdshopresolves the problem. Because many problemsof
this type are intermitFall 1993
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tent, they could come back when you least
need the extra workload.

Weather Radar
Radar can be a very useful tool to help you
Continued on Page 22
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Avionics Corner Continued from Page 21

avoid things you would rather not fly
through. Like anything else electronic,
it has limitations. If an object is too
dense, be it a mountain or heavy rain,
the radar pulse can't get through it and
the display is "attenuated".
In this instance, the amount of reliable
information that the radar can generate
is diminished. Another problem is that
an aircraft in flight is not a stable platform. Although a radarbeam isstraight,
the pitching and rolling qualities of an
aircraft make it difficult for the radar to
display the accurate heading and altitude of an object.
These limitations are inherent to any
airborne radar system. The attenuation
problem cannot really b e corrected.
There are, however, radar systems available today which warn you when they
are beingattenuated. A s for the stability
problem, the radar system can be connected to the aircraft's attitude gyro,
creating a so-called "Stabilized Radar".
When connected to the attitude gyro,
the radar antenna can be kept at a constant attitude, and the radar returns are
kept in a consistent location.
When installing a radar system which is
stabilized, there is a set-up procedure
which involves aligningthc radar to the
attitude gyro. If this set-up is not accomplished o r not done correctly, it can
cause all sorts of problems. Whenever
a radar is removed for repair, it should
be "set-up" before being returned to
service.
If you've ever tried to sell a plane the old-fwhionedway vou know what you're
in for. When you do-it-yourself. it takes op valuahle time and creates needless

frustration.\men you turn the task over to someone else, it usually ends 11p costing
much more monev than you ever haraained for.
Rut now there's an alternative. One that gives you more control and eliminates
all the hassles. Think of it! The highest price for vour plane. Mavimum exposure to
potential huyers. Faster turnaround.
It's called Marketlink. iZ full-time,professional, national marketing company
with the simplest, most flexible and totally standardizedprograms designed to meet
your needs. It covers every type of aircr;tti, too-from husiness jets to piston
singlrs.
So put away the paint. Call for y u r free MarketLink Information Kit, today And
discover the cleanest, easiest, and smartest alternative yet to the old-fahioned ways
of buying and selling vour plane.

The only "Stabilized" Color Radar available for PA-46s is the pod-mounted unit
produced by Bcndix, and it is
rctrofittablc to all Malibus.
In future issues, w e will expand the
article to include more specific problems related to the MalibuJMirage aircraft. W e welcome any comments o r
suggestions relating to a specific problem that vou have encountered.

1

P e t e Wagner h a s been the Avionics and installation Manager
at SkyTech, Inc, since 1989. His
13 years of avionics experie n c e includesatour in t h e USAF
as a n autopilot a n d instrument
C-141, a n d
specialist on t h e C-5,
KC-135. Prior to coming to
SkyTech P e t e w a s employed by
Turboprop international a n d
Augusta Helicopter and as a n
Avionics Technician.
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the effect of weather that may be encountered. Icing, turbulence, rain and
snow will all be involved in the pilot's
decision of what technique to use. Turbulence and icing will have the greatest
effect on the pilot's decision as to what
power settings and aircraft configurations to use during the descent. The
Malibu's maneuveringspeed will allow
the pilot many options, but other con-

Pilot In Command. After all, that is
where all flight decisions must remain
if we are going to continue to exercise
our authority and freedom to fly. Total
understanding of what the Malibu is
capable of can only be gained through
routine use of our flying skills and constant upgrade of those skills through
competent and knowledgeable flight
instruction.

controller's instructions. However, due
to the Malibu's capability, their operators have a lot more tricks in their bags
than the pilots limited to the above conservative rates of descent. With extended gear, flaps set at 10 degrees,
power at 24" MAP, 2400 RPM on the
Prop, and 160 IAS would double the
descent
rates
shown in the above
formula. UnfortuAltitude Loss:
Rate of Descent
Ground Speed
nately, this high
22,000-11.000 =11,000
1,000 FPM
200
rate of descent ofFrom Tom Siebel of
10.000_
= l o MIN
LQJ)Q = 2 MIN
Total descent = 12 Min
ten makes our pasWoodside, Califorsengers uncomnia comes the fol1,000 FPM
500 FPM
fortable because of
lowing very interthe increase in air12 MIN x 3.3 NMIMIN = 40NM required
m G S = 3.3 NMIMIN
esting and informaframe noise and the
tive narrative:
60
changing attitude
Figure 1
Report on Emerof the aircraft.
Therefore use of
gency Electrical
other than standard rates of descent siderations such as ATC and other traf- Failure Piper Malibu N447SC
should be accomplished only after the fic may cause the pilot to chose other
pilot has weighed the need to comply aircraft configurations and power set- 18 January 1992
with ATC clearance and the results on tings.
his passengers and aircraft.
Pilot, Thomas M. Siebel - Private Pilot
The final decision as to the best airspeed - Instrument Rating
An important factor that must also be and aircraft configuration to use for
considered when discussing descents is descents will ultimately be left to the
Continued on Page 24
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When you think about aviation insurance, we hope
our name comes to mind.
Call us to provide you a competitive quotation with
the highest quality coverage available in todays ever
changing marketplace.
Toll-Free: 1 - 800 / 826 - 4442
Mona S. Rathmel , Tim Bonnell

Professiona l Insuranee Management
* Mid-Continent Airport * VJiahita,
1 - 316 - 942 - 0699 * FAX 1 - 316 - 942 - 1260

P.O. Box 12226 2120 Airport R o d

KS 67277
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Passenger, Stacey Siebel (wife)
Pilot Total Time:
IFR Total Time:
PA-46 Time:
Complex Time
Pilot Time last 90 days
IFR Time last 90 days

833 hours
182 hours
65 hours
550 hours
86 hours
26 hours

Medical Certificate
3rd Class
Instrument Comp Check 12/23/92
Biannual Flight Review 12/23/92
(B36TC or PA-46 only)
Plane
Registration
Serial #
Aircraft

Piper Malibu Mirage
N447SC
4622074
490 hours TTAE

Flight Plan IFR Palo Alto, C A to
Truckee, CA Date of Incident: January
12,1992
Approx: 1:4O pm
Both ammeters and voltmeter check
OK during preflight check.
Approx: 1 5 5 pm
Released for takeoff into IMC - destination Truckee, CA.
Approx: 2:04 pm
Approximate location Sun01 intersection. Heading is 050 degrees. Conditions IMC.
Simultaneously:
1) A large number of annunciators
illuminate.
2) 3 Circuit breakers pop. Loran, Autopilot, Argus
3) All electrical instruments and radios
are inoperative due to no power. (Battery master is on.)
All communications and navigation
capability is lost. Outside conditions
are IMC. Light Rime ice accumulating
on wings. Pitot heat inoperative.
Approx: 2:05 - 2:20 pm
Climb to 12,000 ft. Still IMC. Turn to
westerly heading. Cabin pressure is
intermittently dumping and attempting
to re-pressurize. Stopped climb. Repeatedly recycled master switch and #1
and #2 alternators switched and alternator circuit breakers. No effect. Pulled
circuit breakers on a lot of nonessential
equipment.
Alternator #1 and #2 off. Pulled and
reset breakers for Alternator #I and #2.
Reset Alternators - no effect. Turned to

southerly heading. Continued buildup
of light ice on wings. No pitot heat.
Approx: 2:20 pm
Repeatedly reset alternators per emergency checklist. Response is flickering
lights and crackling sounds. Fourth
attempt through emergency checklist:
#1 alternator on. #2 alternator off. Partial power restored. Comm 1, Nav 1 and
TXP turned on. Pitot heat turned on.
Established communications on 121.5.
Declared emergency. Continued to pull
non essential circuit breakers.
(Note: I was receiving a lot of conflicting communications from numerous
different sources on 121.5. I would
estimate that 5 minutes went by before
a specific frequency was assigned to us.
- 5 minutes is a long time in an emergency situation.)

Reestablishedcommunication with Bay
approach on frequency instructed. Redeclared emergency.
Approx: 2:25 - 2:40 pm
Announced intention to fly to SJC airport. Flew to SJC per Bay approach
heading and altitude instructions. Radios are operating intermittently - light
flickering - Nav flag intermittent. Transponder is turned off after discussion of
problem with Bay approach. Pitot heat
turned off after outside temp reached 40
degrees.
Approx: 2:40 pm
Established on SJC ILS 30L 6-7 miles
out 2,500 ft. Established communication with tower 124.0. Intercepted
glideslope. Landing gear handle put in
down position in prep for landing. Result - All electrical equipment again
inop. Lots of noiseon speaker. Continued on approach without NAV. Maintained 600 fpm descent. Maintained
300 degree heading. Broke out at about
500 ft. Runway in sight. Manually
extended gear. Killed engine (mags
off) on 1/4 mile final as I had no positive
indication that gear was down and
locked.
2 5 5 pm
Landed safely. Attempted to restart.
Starter inop. Climbed out of plane and
pushed it clear of runway 30L.
Mechanics Inspection:
#2 alternator burned out. 35 amp current limiter in line with 100 amp current
limiter from battery to Tie Bus is blown
(and was not supposed to be there).
Battery is well charged.
--
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Preliminary Diagnosis:
Electrical failure was caused by 35 amp
current limiter incorrectly placed in series with 100 amp current limiter between battery and Tie Bus. It appears
that this current limiter was mislocated
during a maintenance procedure where
the auxiliary heater thermostat was replaced.
#2 alternator failed. Voltage spike took
#I alternator off line. Load in excess of
35 amps from battery to Tie Bus caused
35 amp current limiter to blow, isolating battery from electrical system.
Partial power restoration through #1
alternator was unstable as battery was
isolated from system.
And from Lester Kyle, the following:

You and Your Turbocharger
The Malibu Mirage T I 0 Lycoming 540
engine is a great airplane that has no
equal, with exception of the original
Malibu. Which one is better? This can
only be decided by owners of each. It's
like which is the best design, high wing
or low wing aircraft - it depends entirely
on the user.
We like to fly high. It's hard to understand flying low once all the benefits
and safety factors of the flight levels are
known. Before turbocharging we had
to be satisfied with about 7500 ft. MSL
for the best TAS. Then came turbos on
many aircraft which made going higher
a great advantage. That means a lot of
sucking on O2 except for a couple of
models that had somewhat of a pressure
vessel. However, none even came close
to the cabin class PA-46 with its5.5 PSI
cabin.
Turbocharging comes from using exhaust gas which turns a turbine wheel
connected toa common shaft that drives
a turbine compressor wheel. Sounds
simple and basically it is. The manufacturers have done an excellent job in
design in so many ways to accomplish
this. OK, so where is the problem?
"Heat". It's a known fact we cannot
compress air without a rise in temperature. How much it rises relates to how
much we want to compress it, or how
high we go. It's known that we gain
approximately 2 kts of TAS for each
1,000 ft. of altitude wegain with turbos,
keeping critical altitude in mind for
Continued on Page 25
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each system type.
The original Malibu with the Continental engine uses a tuned induction system
which allows for more even air supply
to each cylinder which accounts for
more equal fuel burn and the ability to
run on the lean side of peak TIT for
overall lower temperatures.

differs somewhat in being a heavier
engine (more metal), retains heat more,
and not having tuned induction produces more heat, and therefore runs
hotter.

Most turbos are capable of going to
engine TBO if operated as by the POH
numbers.

The design of the turbo exhaust system
uses the best metal in the design and
construction, however, even then the
temperatures become a problem. Several Mirages have had exhaust, turbos
and cylinders burned out in 400 hours
and less. This is due to thc excessive
temperatures while operating as specified in the POH.

The Lycoming T I 0 540 in the Mirage

When flying at high altitudes- the higher,

the hotter - the TIT becomes excessive
and can destroy those engines prematurely.
How this can be prevented is simple,
keep the TIT to a maximum of 1550
degrees, which relates to more fuel flow
or less power - your choice. It's impossible to operate the Mirage at peak TIT
at high altitude and high power without
excessive heat and premature metal fatigue. Even Lycoming doesn't recommend the peak TIT as given in your
manual, but a richer mixture and higher
fuel flow. You can buy more fuel now
or more turbos andlor exhaust later!

Attention All Members and Advertisers

I

II

M-MOPA AUSTIN TEXAS ANNUAL CONVENTION AUCTION
An members or advertisers wishing to contribute anything regardless of value, please contact Bill Alberts at the address or phone
1isteJbelow. In addition to physical goods, we would gladly have services such as consultin& maintenance, vacation condo time, etc.
Remember, we raised $4,000 last year In Santa Fe and we are shooting for $10,000 this year in Austin.
Please help by contributing as this benefits our Association.

Rill Alberts

345 Lebanon Road West Mifllin, Pennsylvania 15122
Telephone (412) 462-9090 Fax (412) 462-2790

I
I

PROTECT YOUR MALIBU
CANOPY COVERS AND INTAKE PLUGS

Custom made for all makes, models, and modifications
Reduces interior temperature by approx. 25" F.
Prevents damage caused by leaking door and window seals.

Covers Also Available:
Windshield Only

'I
'

BRUCE'S CUSTOM COVERS

TOLL FREE (US.): 8001777-640!

9 10 E. California Ave.
Sunnyvale. CA 94086

PHONE 408 1738-395!
FAX 4081738-272!

custom made utilizing the latest in fabric and sewing technology
-
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well. The flights in and out are breathtaking and an experience in itself. You
will be inserted onto a lake which is
yours. Bob has some very nice cabins
on several lakes, and it's vours - no
one else on the lake.

Classified Rates
The classified advertising section includes used aircraft, services and used
equipment. Three column format (column width 2 311 6").
Regular line classified (42 typewritten
characters per line - including spaces).
Per insertion

$35.00

Publisher reserves the ri ht to refuse or
withdraw advertising. payment must
accompany order.

Display Rates
Back Cover
Inside Covers
Full Page
112 Page

$325.00
275.00
200.00
125.00

Please call for cover requirements.
Send all advertising to the Publisher:
The Jernar Company
2904H North Patterson Street

Valdosta, Georgia 31602

Lake Tahoe Rental - Skyland at
South Shore. 5 Bedroom, 5 Bath,
Full Kitchen, Indoor Pool, G a m e
Room, Lakeview, Private Beach.
Close to: Casinos, Restaurants, Skiing, Boating, Golf, Stables, Hiking.
Weekly rental to responsible party.
Deer Cliff Property
P. 0. B o x
10885 Zephyr Cove, NV 85449
(707) 545-9244.

FLORIDA Spruce Creek Fly-in America's Premier Fly-in C o m m u nity. 4,000' paved lighted runway,
paved taxiways, full service FBO,
golf and tennis Country Club, 24
hour security, 15 m i n u t e s f r o m
Daytona Beach International Airport and the Ocean. Pilots Serving
Pilots. Pat a n d Lenny Ohlsson,
Spruce Creek Fly-in Realty. 800932-4437. Evening 904-761-8804.

In fact, you are about a 150 miles from
the nearest road. I bring my transceiver
with me. The 911 number is a board
painted white with a rope and rock attached that you throw out into the water
for an emergency. If someone flies over
every week or so, they might stop! Actually, the pilots from Wilderness Air,
~ acwill s t o in
cordin'g t o
your prior arrangements at
any
time
weather permitting.
Once you unload, and the
Beaver departs, you suddenly realize
you ARE in
G O D S
COUNTRY.
Pristine virgin lakes in the middle of the
Canadian forest. We drink the water
right from the lake. Bear, moose, deer,
mink, duck, and loons are easily seen.
Some cabins have saunas, some have
sun heated showers, all have gas for
light, stoves, and refrigerators. Three to
four aluminum boats and motors and
fuel are present. And, the lakes are
teaming with fish. We fight and picture
the big hard fighting Northern Pike, and
eat the walleye.
The ole Indians must have laughed at
the early white man wearily hauling the
big bony northern home while they easily carried a nice mess of 2-3 pound
walleye home. Walleye, the creme-dela-creme, the filleted boneless lobster
chicken delight of the North Woods.
My Dad and I got into 57 Walleye in 60
minutes at sunset last year. I'm serious!

and are virtually on top of you. It's like
being on a foreign planet - absolutely
spectacular. We have laid out all night
on the dock and enjoyed one of Nature's
Great Delights.
If you need to stay in Dryden on the way
in or out, I recommend the Hotel
Kowality Motor Inn - clean, reasonable,
convenient, friendly. Remember to call
our American Customs friends in International Falls, MN (807-274-3655) at
least one hour prior to arrival, hit your
ETA, and be ready to buy a $25 current
customs sticker if you need one.
Be smart - don't carry and guns, knives,
and stupid stuffi or International Falls
may become a

breakfast and

toms
over
with. TheFBO
next to Customs at International Falls is
great.
The following are from my address file
to assist you. Call me for any special
information. Well, I'm going fishing!
See you in Austin for the M*MOPA
Meeting in October.
Mr. Bob Huitikka
Wilderness Air
Box 83, Vermillion Bay
Ontario POV 2V0
Kowality Motor Inn
31 Earl Ave
Dryden Ont. P8N 1x6

807-223-2311
Manager is Ron Kowal
Customs 'Hot Line'

807-274-3655

,
,
,
,

Bob's Wilderness Air operation with
food, fly in and out, boats, fuel, cabin,
will run about $110 to $125 per person
per day complete. The same experience
in Alaska would be more like $500 to
$1000 a day.
And, a highlight that most will see during a few days up there will be a night of
Northern Lights. The Aurora Borealis
at this longitude cover the entire sky,

September 30 - October 4,1993
3rd Annual Convention -To be held at the
Stouffer Hotel in thc Arboretum, Austin,
Texas. Hostcd by Dr. Richard Pershau.

Proficiency h i n i n g

.

In~t~al...
Recurrent...

Approved by Major Insurance Companies
PIC is known as the expert in instrument
training. We've trained thousands of instrument
pilots by sending a highly experienced instructor,
equipped with an IFR trainer, to our student's
location. The Malibu/Mirage program uses this
same concept- convenient for you and
providing a seasoned, knowledgeable, skillful
Malibu instructor. The syllabus covers the
systems and operating characteristics you need
to know to fly your Malibu safely and efficiently.
You will receive instruction in high altitude
operations, cabin pressurization safety, operation
of the auto-pilot system, and much more.. .
as well as a complete IFR procedures review.
Through this exciting program you will gain
insight into the capabilities of your Malibu. You
will be a safer and more competent Malibu pilot.
For complete information, or to reserve your
spot on the schedule, call us today toll-free-

800-435-9437 (that's 800-1 FLY-IFR)

Professional Instrument Courses, Inc.

REFRESHER TRAINING
AT AUSTIN CONVENTION!

AllITUDES is now offering intensive weekend refresher traming at locations near you. The program and locations
aredesigned to minimize yourtimeawayfrom business
while maximizing your training time. The sessions
focus on emerqencies, use of the autopilot/fliqht director, high altitude and other flying tips, as well as
systems and weather. Approximately two and one half
days of intensive ground school including up to five
hours of flying will enhance your familiarity with your
aircraft and sharpen your flying skills. BFR's and ICC's
can be completed, if desired.
Complete quality refresher training with the
Piper approved trainers that know your aircraft
best. ATTITUDES.
AllITUDES is owned and operated by Bob Scott
and Mary Bryant. Bob Scott has been with Piper Aircraft
since 1971 and has managed the Piper Training Center
since 1980. He has worked with the Malibu program
since its inception. Mary Bryant was formerly an instructor in the Piper Training Center, factory demo

pilot, and regional sales director for Piper Arcraft.
ATTITUDES' training programs are approved by
the leading insurance underwriters.

CALL MARY BRYANT

(813)821 -6835
307 Brightwaters Blvd.
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
TRAINING SCHEDULE
July 30 - Aug. 1
Pontiac, MI
August 13 - 15
Seattle, WA
August 27 - 29
St. Louis, MO
Austin, TX
Sept. 29 - Oct. 1
Des Moines, IA
Oct. 8 - 9
San Francisco, CA
Oct. 22 - 24
Nov. 12 - 14
Dallas, TX
Minneapolis, MN
Nov. 1 9 - 2 1
Or by special arrangement

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION'S .
EXCLUSIVELY APPROVED MALIBU MOBILE TRAINING SCHOOL

